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PRESS RELEASE
Inno at Stockholm fair 3rd – 7th February 2015
Inno will be presenting novelties as part of the “Cozy Office” -concept for friendly environments at the Stockholm furniture fair 2015. Box
Wood, Lab Bar chair in two heights and a high Lab table are representing the recently introduced concept. Additionally, the updated Intensive modular meeting table system along with Taivu easy chair, Intro chair with armrests and Bondo tables can be experienced at
Inno’s stand B05:21.
IN-TENSIVE design Jouni Leino
The modular meeting table In-tensive is updated with a new, wooden leg option that complements the
range with exquisite dynamics. The versatile system offers solutions for different conference needs with
the capability of easy cable management and different connections.

BOX WOOD design Harri Korhonen
Box Wood with wooden legs and soft appearance is a new version of the Box sofa system. The sofas
and the benches that come in different widths and lengths are presented as part of the Cozy Office
concept.

TAIVU design Mikko Laakkonen
Taivu is a light and youthful, totally upholstered lounge chair for lobbies and waiting areas. Taivu
Lounge is a generous and comfortable chair seasoned with classic shapes. Taivu is easily tailored to fit
different public interiors as well as homes.

INTRO design Ari Kanerva
The armrest version of Intro has a distinct spirit that is suitable also for conference milieus. Intro is a
stackable wooden chair for use in a variety of public and private spaces like dining rooms. The unique
design combined with ergonomic proportions make it suitable for use in different purposes alone, in a
group or around a table. Available with an upholstered seat and/or back.

LAB BAR design Harri Korhonen
Lab Bar chair is presented in two heights. A high Lab table is presented along with the low bar chair.
Lab W chair stacks vertically, Lab Z chair with a height adjustment mechanism and wheels or glides
and Lab X with a four-star cross-leg are available with or without armrests. The softness of the chair
has been created through a plain quilted seat. Lab table is a casual meeting or dining table, available
as an individual or a modular version that can be extended endlessly.

BONDO design Harri Korhonen
The Bondo table is available in five sizes that overlap each other slightly. The light structure, beveled
table top edge and soft shape create an aerial impression.

Press pictures: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/tz6133g82ynt1om/AABlm1Yx6oMvQyq_ECY0CADOa?dl=0
For more information and picture requests please contact:
CEO Niklas Korhonen niklas.korhonen@inno.fi +358 (0)9 8870 3816
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